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Summary
The F/A-18A aircraft has experienced engine stalls at high angles-of-attack and yaw flight
conditions which were outside of its flight envelope. Future aircraft may be designed to operate
routinely in this flight regime. Therefore, it is essential that an understanding of the inlet flow
field at these flight conditions be obtained. Due to the complex interactions of the fuselage and
inlet flow fields, a study of the flow within the inlet must also include external effects. Full Navier-
Stokes (FNS) calculations on the F/A-18A High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) inlet for several
angles-of-attack with sideslip and free stream Mach numbers have been obtained. The predicted
forebody/fuselage surface static pressures agreed well with flight data. The surface static pressures
along the inlet lip are in good agreement with the numerical predictions. The major departure in
agreement is along the bottom of the lip at 30° and 60 ° angle-of-attack where a possible streamwise
flow separation is not being predicted by the code.
The circumferential pressure distributions at the engine face are in very good agreement with
the numerical results. The variation in surface static pressure in the circumferential direction is
very small with the exception of 60 ° angle-of-attack. Althought the simulation does not include the
effect of the engine, it appears that this omission has a second order effect on the circumferential
pressure distribution. An examination of the unsteady flight test data base has shown that the
secondary vortex migrates a significant distance with time. In fact, the extent of this migration
increases with angle-of-attack with increasing levels of distortion. The effects of the engine on
this vortex movement is unknown. This implies that the level of flow unsteadiness increases with
increasing distortion. Since the computational results represent an asymptotic solution driven by
steady boundary conditions, these numerical results may represent an arbitrary point in time. A
comparison of the predicted total pressure contours with flight data indicates that the numerical
results are within the excursion range of the unsteady data which is the best the calculations can
attain unless an unsteady simulation is performed.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Overview
The High Alpha Technology Program (HATP), is part of a cooperative program, among NASA's
Lewis, Langley, Ames, and Dryden facilities ttef. [1]. The overall objective of the NASA Inlet
Experiments portion of the HATP, which NASA Lewis leads, is to develop and enhance inlet
technology that will ensure high performance and stability of the propulsion system during aircraft
maneuvers at high angles-of-attack. To accomplish this objective, Computational Fluid Dynamics
and flight experiments are used to obtain steady-state and dynamic data.
The flight regime being investigated represents an especially challenging problem for high speed
inlets because of the adverse effect thin lips have on recovery and distortion at these conditions. This
results in reduced thrust and stability of the propulsion system. Other propulsion system/airframe
integration programs have provided an experimental data base applicable to maneuverable super-
sonic aircraft, but not at low subsonic speed/high angle-of-attack conditions.
Several different types of distortions must be considered in the design of these inlets. One
type, total pressure distortion, is the most commonly encountered distortion and has received the
greatest attention to date. It can result when the inlet is at high angle-of-attack and/or angle-of-
side-slip conditions. Total pressure distortion of a quasi-steady type can result from a yaw rate
maneuver at high angles-of-attack. Another type of distortion is caused by swirl (vortices with an
axial velocity component), such as when an inlet ingests a vortex shed from the aircraft during
maneuvers. Swirl can also be encountered when an inlet is attached to an S-shaped (offset) duct,
and is due to secondary flow generation in the duct. Any of these types of distortion will adversely
effect engine stability. Severe distortion of any one type can cause engine stall. Combining several
types of moderated distortion can also cause engine stall.
The HATP utilizes the F/A-18A High Alpha Research Vehicle (HAttV) for full scale validation of
the technologies associated with high angle-of-attack aerodynamics and post wing stall control. The
HAttV is an ideal vehicle because of its high angle-of-attack capability and stable propulsion system
characteristics. During the Navy envelope expansion program, the F/A-18A aircraft experienced
some instances of thrust loss, flameout and/or engine stall when performing dynamic maneuvers
outside the normal flight envelope. This might be a propulsion system/airframe integration problem
caused by high angle-of-attack and yaw rates or steady state high angle-of-attack and yaw, or it
could be a propulsion-related problem. To investigate the cause of these anomalies, NASA obtained
the HARV from the Navy, where it was used as the unique high alpha test aircraft during the F-18
development program.
1.2 Experiments
The experimental part of the program consists of expanding the data base to increase inlet
angle-of-attack capability and to detern_ne the effect of ingesting vortices on engine stall. Prior
experiments to increase inlet angle-of-attack capability considered only isolated inlets. The instal-
lation effects on inlet performance was not investigated. The HARV represents an excellent aircraft
on which to focus research interest because of its well defined inlet/forebody configuration and its
high angle-of-attack capability.
Both diagnostic and research flights were conducted at Dryden as part of the Inlet Experiments
Program. The diagnostic flights determined whether the loss of thrust, flameout, and engine stall
previously encountered in Navy F-18 aircraft envelope expansion flights were due to inlet-related
phenomena or a fuel system anomaly. The research flights gathered detailed information inside, as
well as outside, the inlet duct.
The research portion of the flight program acquired steady state and dynamic data to investi-
gate inlet-related problems suggested from diagnostic flights or occurring during research flights,
investigate scale effects, generate a data base for CFD code evaluation, and investigate effects of
the method used to pump air through the inlet during subscale model tests.
Steady state tests were conducted in the Ames National Full-Scale Aerodynamic Complex
(NFAC) using a full scale F-18 aircraft model but with engines removed. This is a flow through
model with a maximum design corrected airflow of 85 percent. A study has been completed which
determined what is required to increase the airflow to 100 percent.
1.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics
The computational part of the Inlet Experiments Program consists of applying and evaluating
computational tools. This will be concerned solely with steady state conditions, since the codes
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havenot maturedto the point wherethey canbe used for dynamic data. CFD codes will be
evaluated by using data from the flight test data base.
Four facilities were involved in the CFD effort in one way or another. Langley used the CFL3D
code Ref. [2] and Ames the F3D code Ref. [3] to model the external aerodynamics of the HARV
with faired over inlets. Lewis worked with both these centers. The initial plan was to use the output
of their codes to provide input to the Lewis code, NPARC, which would be dedicated to flow in the
inlet duct. Lewis found it easier to perform the complete installed inlet analysis (including external
flow simulation) with NPARC than to get input from the codes used by Langley and Ames. Dryden
provided the data from the HARV flights for the evaluation the NPARC results.
2.0Experimental Program
The flight data was obtained using a specially equipped F/A-18A HARV aircraft. This aircraft
has rows of static pressure taps located at several axial stations along the fuselage and LEX upper
and lower surfaces. The inlet lip and duct contained ESP (low response, 67 hz) and Kulite (high
response, 2143 hz) static pressure probe pairs located at several circumferential and axial locations.
At the engine face, a rake consisting of 40 ESP and Kulite total pressure probe pairs distributed
on an equal area basis were used to measure the total pressure distortion as a function of time.
The data reduction process consisted of the following steps:
1. The data base is created by time synchronizing the inlet parameters with the aircraft param-
eters which were collected on separate systems.
2. The Kulite pressure data is temperature and bias corrected. The bias correction adjusts the
Kulite drift by normalizing the DC component to the steady-state (ESP) pressure measure-
ment.
3. Data is checked for malfunctioning probes and data spikes using the General Electric Qual-
ity Check Program (QCP). If a probe malfunctions, it is replaced by a linear interpolation
between adjacent circumferential probes. Data spikes are eliminated from the database.
4. The General Electric HARV Analysis Program (HAP) program filters the high response bias
corrected Kulite data to a low-pass cut-off frequency of 100 Hz. It also calculates various
inlet performance parameters (i.e. distortion, mass flow rate, recovery) and generates total
pressure contour plots.
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3.0Numerical Modeling
In thissection,the major featuresofthe NPARC code are presentedalong with a discussionof
the boundary conditionsused. A briefdiscussionofthe development of the computational gridis
alsopresented.
3.1NPARC Code
The NPARC code, Version 2.0 Ref. [4]solvesthe fullthree-dimensionalReynolds averaged
Navier-Stokesequationsin strongconservationform using the Beam and Warming approximate
factorizationscheme to obtaina block tridiagonalsystem ofequations.Pulliam'sscalarpentadiag-
onal transformationprovidesforan efficientsolver.The code uses the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model Ref.[5,6]along with severalother models which includethe RNG Ref. [7],Baldwin-Barth
Ref. [8]and _ - _ Ref. [9]turbulencemodels. The calculationspresentedin thisstudy were done
using the Baldwin-Barth, Baldwin-Lomax and _ - E turbulencemodels. The Baldwin-Barth tur-
bulence model was incorporatedaftermuch ofthe non-zero sideslipcalculationswere completed.
A couple of these cases were revisedwith the Baldwin-Barth model. The comparisons with the
Baldwin-Lomax resultswere very similarand did not warrant the use of limitedcomputational
resourcesto rerun allcases.More discussionon the turbulencemodel comparisons isin Section
6.3.The zerosideslipcaseswere revisedusing the Baldwin-Barth turbulencemodel because they
requiredsignificantlyesscomputational time. The implicitscheme uses centraldifferencingwith
artificialdissipationto eliminateosciUationsin the solutionassociatedwith the use of centraldif-
ferences.The code allowsthe use ofmultiplegridblocks.TrilinearinterpolationReL [10]isused
to transferinformationat the gridblock interfaces.
3.2 Boundary Conditions
The farfield type boundary conditions were imposed along the outer computational boundaries.
This type of condition uses a one-dimensional Riemann invariant to maintain the free-stream flow
conditions. Along the windward side of the airframe, no-slip, adiabatic conditions are specified.
Along the leeward side of the aircraft, inviscid flow is specified. The static pressure at the engine
face was adjusted to obtain the rake corrected mass flow rate (144 lbm/sec) based upon total
pressureatthe enginefaceplaneobtainedfrom anaverageof 40 total pressuresin a configuration
of 8 equally spaced legs with 5 equal area total pressure locations per leg. Slip conditions are
assumed along the plane of symmetry of the aircraft for zero sideslip cases.
3.3 Grid Generation
The grid used to model the F/A-18A in this study was a very important factor in obtaining a
good solution. Accurate modeling of the geometry and judicious clustering of grid points are needed
for a correct numerical solution and an economical computation. The complex multi-block grid used
for these calculations was created with the GRIDGEN, version 6.0, grid generation package Ref.
[11]. This grid generator has proven to be very effective in creating complex multi-block grids.
A geometry data base which accurately defines the surface geometry is essential for the creation
of a good grid. The data base used to create the grid for this study was obtained from McDonnell
Aircraft Company. The data base consisted of x,y_z coordinate points given at axial cuts along
the fuselage. The data base included the definition of the fuselage, LEX, wing, tail, ramp, inlet,
inlet lip, LEX slot and upper and lower diverters. A shade rendering of the computational model
is shown in Fig. la.
Due to the complex interactions between the fuselage flow field and the inlet flow field, the
forebody, fuselage, LEX, ramp and wing were all included in the grid. The horizontal tail, vertical
tail, and the nozzle were not modeled because of their minimal effects on the inlet flow field. The
wing leading edge flap, is deflected down 34 degrees when the aircraft is at 30 degrees angle-of-
attack or greater and was modeled undeflected for a = 3°. A pair of vortex generators located at
the bottom wall of the inlet were modelled but calculations were limited to two cases. It was found
that for high distortion, they had very little effect.
The data base was modified in selected areas using the program I3GVIRGO (Interactive Graph-
ics for Geometry Generation). This program was written at the Wright Research and Development
Center, and it runs interactively on the IRIS workstation. It is mainly used for geometry database
manipulation, such as rotations, translations, and scaling. It can also be used to join together,
or split apart surface definitions. For instance, the top of the LEX was split from the bottom of
the LEX in order to generate a viscous grid under the LEX and an inviscid grid above the LEX.
I3GVIRGO is also useful for geometry generation using lines, elliptic arcs, and curves.
The first program in the GRIDGEN grid generation package is GRIDBLOCK. This is an inter-
active program which runs on the Iris workstation. This program was used to create the blocking
structure of the grid. The blocking structure was affected most significantly by the surface geome-
try. It is difficult to create adequate grid blocks around areas of complex geometry, such as the inlet
lip. The advantage GI_.IDBLOCK has over other grid generators is the graphical representation of
the blocking structure. This helps to keep the user more organized and allows for the discovery
of block anomalies before time is spent creating the grid itself. The blocking structure was also
affected by the flow solver boundary condition requirements and block interface requirements. A
flow solver, NPARC for example, which allows very general boundary condition specification and
grid embedding can make the grid generation process easier. Another factor in determining the
blocking structure was the maximum number of grid points per block allowed by computer memory
limitations. However, this becomes less important with the availability of large memory computers.
The blocks are constructed in GRIDBLOCK by creating each block one edge at a time. These
edges can be created with straight lines, elliptic arcs, and smooth cardinal spline curves. Edges
which must lie on a data base network are created by tracing the desired edge shape onto the
database network.
The blocking structure used for the F-18 consists mainly of O-grids wrapped around the fuselage,
in the cross-flow plane. The entire F/A-18 blocking structure can be seen in Figure lb. The inlet
block is an O-grid extending from the inlet lip to the compressor face. The blocks were created such
that the blocks under the LEX could be run viscous, while the blocks over the LEX could be run
Euler. This was done because it was felt that the viscous effects above the LEX did not significantly
effect the flow into the inlet. This also decreased the required number of grid points and thus the
run times. Blocks were extended approximately one body length away from the surface in order
to minimize the effects of the freestream boundary condition on the solution near the inlet. The
GRIDBLOCK program also requires specification of the computational directions and dimensions
of each block. The boundary conditions may also be specified for each face in the block. This
makes it possible for a flow solver input file to be created in GRIDGEN3D, which will be discussed
later.
Once the blockingstructurewas completed,thesecond GRIDGEN program, GRIDGEN2D, was
used to createthe gridon the sixblock faces.This program, likeGRIDBLOCK, runs interactively
on the Iris.The firststepin GRIDGEN2D isto definethe grid spacingon the edge of a block
face.The shape ofeach edge isusuallydefinedwith the shape which was createdforthat edge in
GRIDBLOCK. GRIDGEN2D containsa varietyof stretchingfunctionsfor point distributionon
faceedges. The stretchingfunctionwhich was used in the majority of casesfor thisgridwas the
one based on Vinokour's functions.The gridforviscousflow was packed so that spacing at the
wallwas .0002".This produced a y+ approximately 1.
After the edges on a faceare defined,the pointson the interiorofthe face are defined. An
algebraicsolverusing transfiniteinterpolationwith arc based interpolantswas used to initialize
the gridformost faces.Ifthe resultinggridneeded smoothing or orthogonalityalong an edge,the
ellipticsolverwas used. The Thomas and Middlecoffalong with Sorenson'smethod proved to be
the most effective.
The thirdGRIDGEN program, GRIDGEN3D, isa batch code that runs on a Cray computer.
It createsthe gridin the interiorof each block. Most of the blocksonly requiredthe algebraic
solverto initializethe interiorpoints.However, some blockswith excessiveskewness requiredthe
ellipticsolverto smooth the grid. GRIDGEN3D alsocreatesa NPARC input filebased on the
boundary conditionsspecifiedin GRIDBLOCK. The finalgridcontainedapproximately 1 million
gridpointsforthe zerosideslipcasesand approximately 2 millionpointsforthe non- zerosideslip
simulations.A gridblock descriptionforthe symmetrical model isshown in Table 1. The gridon
the symmetry plane and on the F-18 surfacecan be seenin Figure lc.
One of the main problems with creatinga multi-blockgrid ismaintainingcorrectinterfaces
between gridblocks.Many multi-block CFD codes requirethat allthe facepointsof an interface
must liealong the boundaries of the adjoiningblock.This requirementishard to meet with non-
contiguousinterfaceswith curved edges.This ismost di_cult when a gridispacked very closely,
fora viscouswallboundary condition,at one oftheseedges.The only solutionisto carefullyspace
the gridpointsalong the curved edge so that each point on the edge liesentirelyalong the other
block'sboundary, or projectone overlappingsurfaceonto another.
3.4 Numerical Issues
For such a complex problem, determining the convergence of the solution is not a straight-
forward task. Residuals are not very reliable since they tend to drop a few orders of magnitude
and then level off for complex viscous flows. Therefore, we follow the flow quantities of interest as
the solution iterates to determine when these quantities stop changing or the changes per iteration
become insignificant. Several quantities are presented for convergence criteria in the following
discussion.
The calculated forces on the aircraft served as one measure of convergence of the external flow
field. The predicted lift and drag coefficients wried by less than one percent as the solutions
were converged. The surface static pressure distributions maintained nearly constant values as
the solution iterated. The external force coefficients converged more rapidly than the internal
flow parameters. Inlet flow distortion and total pressure recovery changed less than 2% and 1%,
respectively. For the inlet duct flow, the variation in mass flow rate at each axial computational
station was compared to the entrance value. The variation was within one percent of the entrance
VB/ues.
4.0 Background for Computational Work
At the time this work began, there was a large question of the capabilities of CFD codes to
accurately predict the installation effects of an inlet operating at high angle-of-attack, low Mach
number conditions. Therefore, the initial objective was to assess the capabilities of the NPARC code
to handle this type of flow. The initial computational grid was generated using the existing F/A-
18A geometry database which was made available by McDonnell-Douglas. Since the company's
interests are primarily external flow about the airframe, very little detail was available for the
region near the inlet. The significant missing regions were the slot, upper and lower diverters,
leading edge flap, and the inlet lip.
Results indicated that the NPARC code could be used to analyze these types of flow fields Ref.
[12,13]. However, several deficiencies in the solutions were observed. The surface static pressure
distribution around the lip was very "rough" and the pressure gradients were not defined well. Also,
the predicted inlet recovery was much lower than experimental data. The total pressure distortion
pattern indicated that the LEX vortex had migrated to the engine which also was not apparent in
the experimental total pressure contours.
After reviewing these results, it was decided to obtain a complete definition of the aircraft and
to include all the details along the forebody, near the inlet (LEX slot, upper and lower diverters,
leading edge flap and inlet lip). This complete model is the one used for the computations presented
in this report and discussed in the grid generation section. Several papers and reports describing
various aspects of this work are cited in Ref. [14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23].
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5.0Results
5.1 External Flow
In this section the external flow is visualized by free and restricted particle traces using the
FAST graphics program Ref. [24]. The effects of angle-of-attack and sideslip on the external flow
is discussed. Since only one inlet was instrumented for the flight tests, the HARV was flown twice
for positive and negative sideslip to simulate both inlets. Hence, the leeward and windward sides
of the aircraft are also referred to as negative and positive beta, respectively.
Alpha=30 °, beta=q-10 °, 0 °, roach=0.3
Restricted and free particle traces are shown by the upper figure of Fig. 2a for the windward
side of the aircraft, as computed by NPARC for an angle-of-attack of 30°, sideslip angle of 10°
and Mach number of 0.3. The restricted traces simulate oil flows or friction lines and therefore
remain on the surface of the aircraft. Slightly off center of the bottom centerline of the aircraft is
the attachment line which is analogous to the stagnation point in 2-D flow. A weak separation line
runs along the bottom of the fuselage and continues, although slightly weaker, on the ramp/splitter
plate.
Another attachment line can be seen on the nacelle, slightly behind the highlight. A herring-
bone pattern reattachment line can be seen on the underside of the LEX. The separation and
reattachment lines are the footprint of a vortex that is generated by the corner of the lower surfaces
of the LEX and fuselage walls. Some of this vortex is ingested by the inlet and the remainder is
diverted by the rampisplitter plate.The particle trace that is seen above the aircraft is the flow
from the diverter that has been caught by a large reverse flow region above the aircraft. The lowest
figure of figure 2a shows the restricted and free particle traces on the leeward side of the aircraft.
The separation line is better defined and the vortex is stronger with a larger portion of the vortex
ingested by the inlet. Particle traces show that the vortices ingested by both inlets are swallowed
by the inlet boundary layer.
The results for 0° sideslip the middle figure of Fig. 2a appear to resemble the leeward particle
traces more than the windward surface. The separation line is fairly "tight" with a significant
amount of LEX vortex ingestion as is indicated on the leeward side results. The windward side
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indicates more of the LEX vortex has been captured by the lower diverter behind the ramp. This
may be consistent with wind on the windward side pushing the LEX vortex closer to the fuselage
than experienced by the leeward side.
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Alpha-30 o, beta=±10 °, 0°, mach=0.4
The restricted particle traces on the windward side of the aircraft, shown in the bottom figure
of Fig. 2b have a more diffuse separation line along the fuselage and ramp/splitter plate. The free
particle traces show a portion of the LEX/fuselage vortex taken by the side and upper diverters
and the remainder of the vortex ingested by the inlet. The attachment line on the lower surface of
the LEX is further inboard than that on the leeward side.
The restricted particle traces on the leeward side of the aircraft, shown in the top of figure of
Fig. 2b, show two distinct parallel separation lines running along the fuselage. The LEX lower
surface attachment line is further outboard than that at Mach 0.3 which results in a larger area of
cross-stream separation and LEX/fuselage vortex. This vortex seems to be stronger than that on
the windward side. The particle traces for 0 ° sideslip are very similar to the leeward side.
Alpha=50 °, beta=_5 °, math=0.3
Particle traces for an angle-of-attack is 50 deg., sideslip angle of 5 deg. and the Mach number
is 0.3, shown in Fig. 2c show that the leeward side has two pairs of vortices under the LEX. The
restricted particle traces show a complex pattern of saddle points in the separation and reattachment
lines. One vortex pair occurs near the LEX apex where one portion of the vortex moves upstream
and is engulfed by the flow over the forebody. The other portion of the vortex moves downstream
where it meets a vortex from the other pair; the combined vortices flow around the LEX leading
edge into the aircraft wake. The other pair originates at about 30% of the LEX chord; most of the
downstream moving vortex is ingested by the inlet with remainder caught by the diverter.
The windward side shows one vortex pair that originates near the LEX apex. The separation
and reattachment lines have a simple herring-bone pattern similar to those at the lower angles of
attack. Most of the vortex is caught by the diverter. The weak separation line on the ramp/splitter
plate shows that a vortex weaker than that on the leeward side is ingested into the inlet. The traces
that are labelled as "slot back flow" are the traces swallowed by the diverter. It seems that this
case is a transition case between the angles-of-attack of 30 deg. and 60 deg.
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Alpha=60 °, beta= :t=5°,0 °, mach=0.3
Restricted and free particle traces on the windward side of the aircraft, as computed by NPARC
for an angle-of-attack of 60 °, sideslip angle of 5 ° and Mach number of 0.3, are shown by the upper
figure of Fig. 2d. The flow is more complex as some of the flow moves upstream in a manner similar
to stagnation flow. About midway between the LEX apex and the inlet, the flow is split into two
with one half moving upstream, and the other half moving downstream; therefore less of the vortex
is ingested by the inlet. The main separation lines on the lower fuselage and reattachment lines on
the lower LEX surfaces originate at mid fuselage and end at the LEX apex for the upstream portion
and at the diverter for the downstream portion. The sudden increase in curvature of the restricted
particle traces on the fuselage near the ramp/splitter plate is due to the influence of the diverter
wedge. Again the traces seen above the aircraft is the flow from the diverter caught in a reverse
flow above the aircraft. The attachment line on the nacelle is farther back from the highlight as
compared to the lower angle-of-attack.
The bottom figure of figure 2d shows the restricted and free particle traces on the leeward side
of the aircraft. The vortices are stronger with a larger portion of the downstream vortex ingested
by the inlet.
The particle trajectories for 0° sideslip differ from the non- zero results. The major departure
is in the LEX vortex structure. There appears to be a second split of the LEX vortex near the
LEX apex similar to the 50 ° alpha and _=5° sideslip case. The 0° sideslip results indicate a small
amount of LEX vortex ingestion by the inlet as is the case for the leeward side of the aircraft in
the nonzero sideslip cases.
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5.2 Forebody/LEX Surface Static Pressures
Figure 3a shows the locations of surface pressure taps on five forebody and three LEX stations
(Ref 25). Figure 3b-d compares the calculated and test surface pressures. The circumferential
station of 0 ° on the forebody is defined as the 6 o'clock location and the angle increases counter-
clockwise, looking aft. The test conditions are not exact duplicates of the calculated conditions
but are the test conditions nearest those to calculations. These tests were done to study external
aerodynamic problems, during a different test program.
At an angle-of-attack of 30°, sideslip angle of 10 ° and Mach number of 0.3 shown in Fig. 3b,
comparisons are good for fuselage stations, FS 70, FS 85 and FS 107. FS 142 shows two spikes
in the pressure distribution curves. One spike, at a circumferential angle near 90 °, is due to an
antenna that is not modeled by the grid. The second spike, at a circumferential angle near 150 °, is
the footprint of the primary vortex which is not captured by calculations because of the relatively
coarse gridding of the forebody. At FS 184 there is a problem with the data from 0° to 180 °.
Comparisons of the surface pressure of the lower LEX surface show similar trends in pressure
profile to test. The spike in the calculation curve at z/s=0 is due to the definition of z/s-0; z/s--0
is defined as the junction of the LEX and fuselage and the left and right LEX are separated by the
fuselage diameter at that station.
Results for an angle-of-attack of 60°, sideslip angle of attack 5 ° and Mach number of 0.3 are
shown in Fig. 3c. Although calculations show pressure distributions lower than test, the comparison
remains satisfactory except for FS 107 and FS 142 where the secondary vortex peaks are stronger
than that at the lower angle-of-attack. Calculations at FS 184 do not compare well except for the
trends. The surface pressure profiles on the upper surface of the LEX are fiat indicating that the
leading-edge-generated vortices have collapsed. A small, separate side study of the calculations of
these vortices showed there may be vortex shedding during the early stages of the calculations. The
end result is the absence of the vortices on the upper surfaces.
Results for an angle-of-attack of 50 °, sideslip angle 5° and Mach number of 0.3 are compared
with data in Fig. 3d. The effects of sideslip for an angle-of-attack of 30 °, sideslip angle 0° and 10 °
and a Mach number of 0.4 are shown in Fig. 3e.
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5.3 Internal Flow
In this section the internal flow field is described by particle traces and vortex cores generated
by the FAST graphics program.
Alpha=30 °, beta=_10°,0 °, roach=0.3
Calculated restricted and free particle traces for the windward inlet at Mach number of 0.3, an
angle-of-attack of 30 ° and sideslip angle of 10°, are shown by Fig. 4a-b. The restricted traces show
no evidence of flow separation along the lower lip but there is cross-stream separation as shown by
a separation line that runs along the lower inboard edge of the inlet. The free traces that terminate
in the low pressure well at the fan face shows that the origin of this flow is from the lower half
of the lip. Figure 4b, a side view of the particle traces, shows a separation zone on the outboard
lateral edge of the lip. A vortex lifts off the corner of the separation zone and migrates parallel to
the leading edge until it is convected downstream by the unseparated flow on the lower lip where
it dissipates.
For the same conditions as above, the calculated restricted and free particle traces for the
leeward inlet are also shown in the bottom figure of Fig. 4b. Again, there is no evidence of flow
separation on the lower lip, but there is cross-stream separation along the lower inboard duct wall.
Free traces, terminating at the low pressure well at the engine face, originate from the lower lip,
shows a separation zone on the outboard lateral edge of the lip that is smaller than that on the
windward side. The resultant vortex is weaker and quickly dissipates as it migrates parallel to
the leading edge. The windward inlet lateral edge, exposed to a relative positive angle-of-attack
induced by sideslip, would be expected to have a larger separation zone.
Although not shown, calculations done with the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model for an angle
of attack of 30 °, a sideslip angle of 10° and Mach number of 0.3, show similar simulated oil flow
patterns to the Baldwin-Lomax/PD Thomas turbulence model calculations, but for a weaker liftoff
vortex on the windward lip.
The 0 ° sideslip results indicate a closer resemblance to the leeward side than the windward
side as shown in the middle figure of Fig. 4b. In particular, the vortex core along the outboard
side of the inlet lip is more pronounced than the leeward side, but much less prominent than the
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windwardsidevortex core. This is consistent with the 0° sideslip case being "between" the 10°
sideslip results.
Alpha=30 °, beta=+10 ° , 0°, roach=0.4
Free and restricted particle traces for the windward inlet at the Mach number of 0.4 and an
angle-of-attack of 30° and sideslip of 4-10 °, are shown in Fig. 4c-d. The flow pattern along the
lower lip is similar to and the cross-stream separation line is weaker than the Mach 0.3 case. The
separation region along the outboard edge of the lip is smaller with weaker and shorter liftoff
vortices. The attachment line along the outer edge of the lip is nearer the highlight than the Mach
0.3 case.
Free and restricted particle traces for the leeward inlet are also shown in Fig. 4c-d. There is no
evidence of separation on the outboard edge of the lip. The cross-stream separation line is weaker
than that of the Mach 0.3 case. This is also the case for 0 ° sideslip.
Alpha=50 °, bet a= 4-5 °, mach=0.3
Figures 4e-f show the traces inside the leeward inlet. A moderate region of streamwise flow
separation is seen on the outboard edge of the inlet. A vortex lift-off the focus located on the
upper edge of the separation zone and migrates down the lip until it is caught by the main flow
through the inlet and flows downstream to the low total pressure region on the engine face. The
usual cross-stream separation line can also be seen. A similar but smaller region of streamwise
separation on the leeward inlet outboard edge is seen in Fig. 4e-f. The lift-off vortex is dissipated
as it moves down the lip. A zero degree sideslip case was not calculated for these conditions.
Alpha= 60 °, bet a= ±5 ° ,0 ° , mach= 0.3
The upper figures of figures 4g-h show the particle traces on the windward inlet at a Mach
number of 0.3, an angle-of-attack of 60 ° and sideslip angle of 5°. The separation zone on the lateral
edge now extends to over half of the lower lip. A strong vortex lifts off the upper corner of the
separation zone, migrates along the lip leading edge and then moves downstream to terminate in
the low pressure well at the engine face.
Particle traces on the leeward inlet are shown in the lower figures of Figures 4g-h. The separation
zone, which originated from the lateral edge, now covers the whole lower lip. Two strong vortices can
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nowbeseen; one vortex originates from the upper corner of the separation zone and another vortex
lifts off the lip surface from the opposite corner of the separation zone° Both vortices migrate
down the lip until they meet at the lower inboard corner of the inlet where they are convected
downstream to terminate in the low pressure well at the engine face.
The 0° sideslip case again resembles the leeward inlet move than the windward. The surface
separation lines obtained for 0 ° sideslip are very similar to those obtained for the leeward side.
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5.4 Inlet Lip and Engine Circumferential Pressures
In this section, the predicted surface pressures along the inlet lip and at the engine face are
compared with flight data in Figure 5. With the observer facing downstream, the 12 o'clock location
of the inlet face is the 0° station; the 90 ° station the outboard edge; the 180 ° station is at 6 o'clock;
and the 225 ° station is the lower junction of the inlet/fuselage walls. There is only one data point
inside the duct and this probe is located at 180 ° .
Non-zero sideslip conditions were not obtained for 3° angle-of-attack. At 3° angle-of-attack, the
comparison of the data with NPARC results is very good as shown in Fig. 5a-b. This is consistent
with attached flow more likely being present at the low angle-of-attack flight condition. For this
case, the leeward (0 ° position) rainimum pressure is lower than the windward (180 ° position). This
is due to the top portion of the inlet highlight region being thinner than the bottom region. There
is one data point for the inlet duct at the 180 ° station.
Figures 5c and 5d compares the calculated and time-averaged flight test surface pressures on the
inlet lip and duct at several circumferential stations; the flight conditions are for a nominal angle-of-
attack of 30 ° and sideslip angle of ±10°,and Mach numbers 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. Comparison
between test and calculations is good except that peak pressures at stations 0 °, 90 ° and 225 ° are
not captured. The broad pressure profile at the base of the pressure peak shown by test data at
station 180 ° may imply a thick boundary layer or boundary layer separation that is not reflected
by calculations. The discontinuity in the pressure profile shown by the calculations is due to the
block interface between the lip and duct grids.
The results of doubling the lip grid block dimensions in all directions are compared to the
present grid in Ref. 14 for 30 ° angle-of-attack, 0 ° sideslip and a 1V[ach number of 0.3 and are not
shown in this report. The static pressure distributions obtained with the fine grid [Ref. 14] indicate
that the minimum pressure at Station 0° was reached whereas the present grid raissed that point.
However, along the lower portions of the highlight (Station 180 ° and 225°), the fine grid results were
very similar to the present grid. Since the data indicates a thickening boundary layer, a deficiency
in the turbulence model may be the source of the discrepancies between NPARC results and data.
The agreement between NPARC and data improves with increasing Mach number.
Comparisons of inlet lip and duct surfaces pressures for a Mach number of 0.3, and sideslip
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angleof 4-5 °, are shown in Fig. 5e and 5f, for angles of attack 50 ° and 60 °, respectively. Again the
comparison is good, and the peak pressures are captured by calculations. Test data, again, show
the broad pressure profiles at the base of the pressure peaks for stations 180 ° and 225 ° . Simulated
oil traces, shown later, indicate flow separation on the bottom lip but this separation is not reflected
by calculated pressure profiles. The data and results for 0 ° sideslip fall between the leeward and
windward results and data for 30 ° and 60 ° angle-of-attack.
A comparison of the engine face circumferential pressure flight data with the NPARC results are
shown in Figure 6 for several angles-of-attack and Mach numbers. It is important to note that the
NPARC boundary condition at the engine face was an extrapolation of the static pressure gradient
for _=0 and a constant value for non-zero sideslip. This gradient was scaled by a single pressure
value to adjust the mass flow rate to the desired value. The exception to this was the 60 ° angle-
of-attack case in which a constant uniform static pressure was applied for 0° sideslip. This was
done due to streamwise flow separation occurring with the extrapolated boundary condition. The
circumferential pressure gradients determined by NPARC are due only to pressure gradients that
develop within the duct without any simulation of the influence of the engine. The experimental
pressure gradients are very small with the exception of 60 ° angle-of-attack. For the 60 ° angle-of-
attack case, the extrapolation of the static pressure gradient may have improved the agreement
between the data and the NPARC results. Although the effect of the engine is important, its
influence appears not to have an overwhelming effect on the circumferential pressure gradient.
2O
5.5 Inlet Performance
Table 2 gives a summary of the comparison of total pressure recovery and flow distortion at
the engine face where a range of rain/max values are given for the test data. Again, calculations
are taken from the interpolation of the CFD grid unto the flight-test rake grid. In general, the
calculated performance values either lie within the min/max test band or are slightly outside the
test band; calculations compare better with flight tests as the angie-of-attack increases. In all
cases, calculations and tests show that the leeward inlet has a lower performance compared to the
windward inlet. This may be due to the leeward inlet being in the wake of the fuselage.
Although not shown in Table 2, the Baldwin-Barth results for an angle-of-attack of 30 °, a
sideslip angle of 10° and a Mach number of 0.3 shows a 2% point decrease in flow distortion and 1%
point increase in total pressure recovery; there was no significant change in total pressure contour
shape at the engine face.
The predicted recoveries and distortions obtained for 0 ° sideslip are more consistent with wind-
ward side results than the leeward side at a given Mach number and angle-of-attack. The recoveries
were lower and distortions higher on the leeward side than the 0 ° sideslip results. In fact, the pre-
dicted performance on windward side was slightly better than the performance obtained for 0°
sideslip. This again is consistent with the 0° sideslip case results following somewhere between
the leeward and windward results obtained for non-zero sideslip at a given Mach number and
angie-of-attack.
5.6 InletEntrance Total PressureContours
Alpha=3 °, beta=0 °, mach=0.3,0.4
From examining the total pressure contours, in Fig. 7a-b, for both Mach numbers, several
observations can be made. The first one is that there is a large region of cross-stream separation
along the outboard section of the inlet lip. This region diminishes in size with increasing Mach
number. This is due to the captured streamline stagnation location moving towards the highlight
of the inlet as the free-stream Mach number increases. Another observation is that the boundary
layers are fairly thin along the inlet circumference away from the region of flow separation. This
indicates that the flow around the inlet lip is contains a minimum amount of losses. There were no
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non-zerosideslipcasesavailablefor comparison.
Alpha-30 °, beta.--4-10°,0 °, mach=0.3, 0.4
For 30 ° alpha, a similar region of separation can be seen along the outboard section of the inlet
entrance in Fig. 7c-d. Again, its size shrinks with increasing Mach number. A comparison with the
nonzero beta cases indicates that the windward (+10 deg) inlet total pressure contours resembles
more closely the zero sideslip case than the leeward side inlet (-10 deg). This trend appears to
indicate that the windward side or "unshielded" inlet capture streamtube stagnates farther outside
of the inlet than the leeward side or "shielded" inlet.
Alpha=60 °, beta=4-5 °, 0°, roach=0.3
For 60 deg alpha, the nonzero and zero sideslip cases total pressure contours all appear similar
in appearance in Fig. 7e. This is due to the large amount of distortion and flow separation along
the lower protion of the inlet lip masking more subtle features of the flow field.
5.7 Engine Face Total Pressure Contours
The last aspect of the internal flow analysis to be examined is the total pressure distortion at the
engine face. This topic has several issues associated with it. The major issue is flow unsteadiness
which will be discussed in detail and how steady state computations handle this type of flow
situation.
The comparison of the NPARC predicted total pressure contours at the engine face with ex-
perimental unsteady data are shown in Figure 8 for several roach numbers and angles-of-attack.
A complete report on the flight test database is found in Ref. [26]. The experimental contours
taken at a point in time were obtained using the General Electric High Alpha Program (HAP). The
total pressure contours showing the limits of the migration of the low total pressure region were
obtained using the FAST program. Each time slice (1/2143 sec) of total pressure data was placed
in a PLOT3D Ref. [27] function file with the rake total pressure probe coordinates in a PLOT3D
grid file. Time was treated as the x-axis (k index) in FAST. The migration of the low total pressure
region was examined by moving through time along the x-axis using the FAST program. An exam-
ination of predicted vector plots (not shown) indicates that this low total pressure region represents
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the position of the inlet duct secondary flow vortex for 30* and 60 ° angles-of-attack. This region
represents the location of the inlet lip cross-stream separation which has migrated to the engine
face for 3° angle-of-attack.
Several issues are pointed out from studying the comparison of the NPARC results with the
flight data. The comparison of the NPARC results with the data indicates a qualitative agreement
with the data in terms of the general flow structure. The position and strength of the predicted low
total pressure region is different from the data due to the unsteady nature of the flow field as shown
in the accompanying total pressure contours. These indicate the extent of the migration of the low
total pressure region as a function of time. The strength (total pressure loss in this region) also
varied with time. The NPARC results fall within the migration range of this region. The NPARC
asymptotic solution may represent a "snapshot" of the dynamic flow field which is at an arbitrary
point in time fixed by the boundary conditions imposed. Therefore, the best obtainable solution
is one that lies within the excursion of the unsteady flow field. In order to perform an unsteady
flow analysis an unsteady engine face boundary condition may be required. From observing the
experimental total pressure contours at the engine face as a function of time, the flow field appears
cyclical with some randomness requiring a statistical or probability representation of the pressure
field at the engine face. The migration range of the vortex or low total pressure region increased with
increasing levels of distortion. This indicates that the flow becomes more unsteady as the distortion
levels increase. The presence of the engine may have a significant effect on the movement of the
secondary flow vortex.
Alpha=3 °, beta=0 °, mach=0.3,0.4
Having discussed some of the general observations made concerning unsteady flow, the specific
comparisons of the NPARC results with the flight data will be made. For 3 deg. alpha, the data
indicates very limited amount of unsteadiness for both 0.3 and 0.4 free stream Mach numbers as
shown in Fig. 8a-b. The NPARC results indicate a region of very low total pressure near the top
of the duct which is not present in the experimental contours. The source of this low total pressure
region is a separation which formed along the outboard region of the inlet lip and migrated to the
engine face. For this particular case, it appears that either the predicted separation is false or that
the mixing in the inlet duct is not adaquate to remove its presence at the engine face. There was
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no non-zerosideslipcaseavailablefor comparison.
Alpha=30 °, beta=+10 °, 0 °, roach=0.3,0.4
For alpha 30 deg. the data indicates an increase in the level of unsteadiness in the flow as
indicated by the migration and change in intensity of the low total pressure regions at the engine
face as shown in Fig. 8c-d. The unsteadiness is diminished somewhat for a free-stream Mach
number of 0.4 as compared with 0.3. The NPARC results indicate that the low pressure region is
at 180 deg. while the data shows the low pressure region migrating between 90 ° and 200 ° angular
positions for 0.3 Mach number and from 135 to 200 deg. for 0.4 Mach number.
For the non-zero sideslip cases, the amount of unsteadiness is similar for both free-stream Mach
numbers with the angular position of the low total pressure region moving from 90 deg. to 200
degrees for both cases. The NPARC results for the non-zero sideslip cases appear to shift the low
total pressure region in the same circumferential direction as indicated by the data for +/- 10 ° of
sideslip. The +10 ° sideslip case is much more similar to the 0 deg. sideslip than the -10 ° sideslip
case in terms of overall contour levels. This comparison is due to the fuselage "shielding" the side
wind from the leeward (-10 °) inlet and thus allowing more low energy flow to enter the inlet than
the windward side (+10 °) inlet.
Alpha=50 °, beta=:h50, mach=0.3
The NPARC contours are flanked by the flight test contours at their extreame azimuthal travel.
The NPARC results are within the flight test range of travel, as shown in Figure 8e.
Alpha=600, beta= =h5° ,0 =, roach=0.3
For 60 ° alpha the amount of unsteadiness has increased significantly from the lower alpha cases
as can be seen in Fig. 8f. For beta=0 deg, the low pressure region migrates between 180 and 300
deg circumferentially. For the nonzero sideslip cases, the angular migration is from 200 deg. to 300
deg. The NPARC results fall within this migration range. The comparison of the zero sideslip case
with the +/-5 deg. sideslip cases are very similar. This is due to the large amount of distortion
in the flow field not revealing many subtle differences that may exist between the two inlets in the
nonzero sideslip case.
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6.0 Related Studies
In this section, several studies related to specific issues concerning the HAKV flow field calcu-
lations are presented.
6.1 Effect of Grid Refinement.
In an effort to study the effects of grid density on inlet performance, the grid density of the
inlet duct and lip was increased. It was not deemed feasible to increase the grid density of either
the whole model or even the viscous blocks because of the large number of grid points and the time
needed to obtain a solution.
The duct grid was increased by a factor of three in the axial and azimuthal directions. To keep
the block size within dimensions that would give acceptable turnaround times on the Cray YMP,
the duct was split into 3 blocks of 66x146x49 grids. The lip grid was doubled in all directions with
dimensions of 65x75x65. The lip and duct grids now total near 1.7 million grid points.
The test case is the symmetrical grid model at an angle-of-attack of 30 deg. and Mach number of
0.3. Figure 9a and 9b shows the particle traces along the inlet lip and duct walls. The separation on
the outboard edge of lip is better defined with two vortex cores lifting off the surface and migrating
parallel to the flow as opposed to being parallel to the highlight as in the case with the coarser grid
seen in Fig. 9c. This implies that the separation region is thicker. The cross-stream separation
line, seen on the inboard lower corner (Fig. 9c), is weaker for the coarser grid results.
The flow patterns through the inlet are different from the lower density grid results. Contri-
butions from the various lip and duct portions are more defined. Fig. 10a is a series of cross-
sectional cuts along the duct. Station 1 is near the throat while station 6 is near the engine face.
Cross-stream separations can be seen at both the upper and lower inboard corners and the outboard
edge. The corner separations grow in size and migrate counter-clockwise towards the bottom of
the inlet. The corner flows grow into finger-like or bubble projections into the main flow that give
indications of shedding. Figure 10b shows the sources of the main regions of low total pressure.
As mentioned elsewhere in this report, the actual flow in the test aircraft inlet is unsteady.
Figure 10c shows experimental total pressure contours for a sequence of times. The lighter shaded
contours are regions of high total pressure recovery. The sequence of time is shown by the numbers
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at the center of each plot. The total elapsed time between contour 1 and contour 2 is nearly 10
milliseconds. The growth of a "linger" of low total pressure region is seen near 8 to 9 o'clock in
plot 4. In contour plot 5, the finger is fully formed and begins to dissappear in plot 6. This effect
is very visible when the contours are "animated" in time.
The increase in calculated performance of the densely-gridded inlet was significant. The distor-
tion decreased by 3 percentage points and the pressure recovery increased by one percentage point.
Although the effect of grid density is very significant, due to limited computational resources, the
coarser grids were used for the HAR.V calculations. The high density grid provides an important
benchmark for the calculations.
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6.2EffectsofTurbulence Models
A major considerationduring the courseof thisstudy was the effectof the turbulencemodel
chosen on the solution. In thissection,a comparison of resultsobtained using three models:
Baldwin-Lomax, Baldwin-Barth, and K-epsilonare discussedfor a particularconditionand scale.
The scaleisthe proposed Lewis testmodel (19.78%) and the upstream wind tunnel conditions
are 0.2 Mach number, 30 deg. angle-of-attackand 0 degrees sideslip.The decisionto use the
Baldwin-Barth turbulencemodel was based upon the resultspresentedinthissection.
The effectsofthe chosenturbulencemodel on the externalfloware shown inFigure 11a-c.The
Baldwin-Lomax turbulencemodel solutionresultsin separationlinealong the fuselageunder the
LEX due tothe under LEX vortexthatissignificantlyowerthan the separationlineobtained from
the Baldwln-Barth or K-epsilonmodels. C°nt°urs °f turbulentviscosity,normalized by laminar
viscosityare shown in Figure 11d-f.These were taken at a stationmidway along the LEX. The
Baldwin-Lomax solutionindicatesalmost a completelylaminar flowfieldwith the exceptionof the
verynear-wallregion.The othertwo models indicatea largeregionofturbulenceoffthe walldue to
the under LEX and fuselagevortex.The viscositydistributionsobtained with the Baldwin-Barth
and k-epsilonturbulencemodels appear to be more consistentwith the flowfieldphysicsthan the
contoursobtained wlth the Baldwin-Lomax solution.
A comparison ofthe inletflowfields,revealsanother differencebetween the solutionsobtained
with the three turbulencemodels. Near the inletentrance,a regionof cross-streamseparation
presentthe Baldwin-Lomax solutionissignificantlydiminishedin the Baldwin-Barth solutionand
almost non-existentin the K- epsilonsolution.These comparisons are shown in the vectorplots
in Figure 12a-c. Total pressurecontoursnormalized by free-streamtotalpressurealsoindicate
a similartrend in the low totalpressureregionassociatedwith the cross-streamseparation(Fig.
12d-f).For thisregion,the turbulentviscositycontours,shown in Figure 12g-i,do not show as
marked a differenceas those obtained along the fuselage.The significantdifferenceis that the
Baldwin-Barth and k-epsiloncontours are much smoother and more evenly distributedthan the
contoursassociatedwith the Baldwin-Lomax model. Itmay be thissmoother distributionhas an
influenceon the development ofthe separationregion.
A comparison ofthe totalpressurecontoursat the enginefaceobtainedfor the threedifferent
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models are shown in Fig. 13a-c. All solutions are similar. The major item to note is that the
secondary vortex shear layer increases in thickness from the Baldwin-Lomax to the Baldwin-Barth
to the k-epsilon turbulence models. The turbulent viscosity contours are shown in Figure 13d- f.
The Baldwin-Lomax results show a very erratic distribution of turbulent viscosity while the other
two models show a very smooth distribution with the highest values of turbulent viscosity appearing
in the core region of the secondary vortex which is due to the lift-off of the wall boundary layer.
This behavior is more consistent with the flow field physics than the Baldwin- Lomax turbulent
viscosity distributions.
Based upon these observations, the Baldwin-Barth and k-epsilon turbulence model were deemed
to be more physically consistent with the flow physics than the Baldwin-Lomax model which was
developed for two-dimensional flows. The Baldwin-Barth turbulence model was chosen due to being
more computationally efficient and stable than the k-epsilon model.
6.3 Installation Effects
A short study was undertaken to investigate the effect of installation on the F/A-18A HARV
inlet. The NPARC grid model was used with all blocks shut off except for the inlet where total
conditions were sinfilar to the installed entry without distortions present were used as upstream
boundary conditions at grid station i=3. These conditions were used since this study was supporting
planned but now-cancelled wind-tunnel tests of a 20% F/A=18A ttARV model.
Figure 14 compares total pressure contours at stations near the throat and engine face of the
plug flow with the installed inlet at 30 deg. angle-of-attack. The flow near the throat is very clean
as expected with plug flow. No cross-flow separation is present at the engine face where there is
very low distortion and high pressure recovery. The table below compares inlet performance.
installation Prec D2 Mcorr
plug flow 98.6% 9.7 144
installed 92.7% 24.1 143
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6.4 Effect of Vortex Generators
Industry has a high interest in the use of vortex generators in eliminating or reducing flow
separation inside ducts. A CFD code that could model and analyze various vortex generator
geometries would be a useful tool. The HARV duct has a pair of vortex generators located at the
bottom of the duct to prevent possible flow separation due to the bump of the wheel well.
The HARV vortex generator pair was modelled by adding five grid blocks to the HAttV grid
structure with minimal impact on computer memory requirements. Preliminary NPARC calcula-
tions Ref. [19] of the F/A-18A at an angle-of-attack of 3.8 degrees and Mach number of 0.8, show
that the vortex generators have a significant local effect on the boundary layer at approximately
the 6 o'clock location of the engine face which was also indicated in the experimental total pres-
sure contours. Experimental results at these same aircraft conditions showed that the generators
increased the overall total pressure recovery by only 0.33%.
A study was undertaken to investigate the effects of a pair of vortex generators located at the
bottom wall of the inlet duct. The vortex generators were installed by manufacturer to mitigate
the effect of the wheel well protrusions into the inlet wall. The vortex generators grids added five
blocks to the F/A-18A model. The small size of the vortex generators can be seen in Fig. 15a which
illustrates the placement of the vortex generators on the inlet's bottom grid surface; the chord of
the vortex generators fall within the existing inlet duct grid points.
Because of the large disparity in grid density between the vortex generators and inlet grid, the
transfer of flow variables between the vortex generator grid and inlet block interfaces would slow
convergence considerably. To alleviate this problem, the grid density of a portion of the inlet grid
surrounding the vortex generator was increased by an average factor of three in the circumferential
direction and by a factor of eight in the axial direction as shown in Fig. 15b. This intermediate grid
was extended downstream to the engine face to capture the vortex generators trailing tip vortices.
Test data taken during an earlier set of flight tests of the F/A- 18A [ttef. 28], compare the effect
the vortex generators for a Mach number of 0.8 and angle-of-attack of 3.8 deg. Figure 16a compares
total pressure contours between flight test and calculations. Total pressure contours compare well
but, as seen earlier, the flow distortion is overestimated by NPARC and total pressure recovery
is underestimated. The vortex generators have a significant thinning effect on the boundary layer
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near the 6 o'clock location of the engine face. The effect on pressure recovery is small and there
is insignificant effect on distortion. Figure 16b shows the trajectory of the particle traces off the
vortex generators.
Calculations made at higher angles-of-attack and lower Mach numbers show that the vortex
generators have no significant effect. No flight test data are available at higher angles-of-attack.
Further details can be found in Ref. 19.
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7.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of this study indicate several important conclusions.
The first one is the need to include the external airframe in the calculations of the flow within
the F/A-18A inlet due to the high degree of integration of the inlet with the airframe. Also,
these results indicate the need for accurate modelling of geometric details. Earlier results indicated
significantly different solutions due to the lack of sufficient details of the airframe geometry. The
Baldwin-Barth turbulence model was found to provide the best results while being very stable and
improved the convergence of the residuals three orders of magnitude as compared to the Baldwin-
Lomax results. The NPARC results compared well with the forebody and lower LEX surface static
pressures which indicates that the pertinent aspects of the external flow field were modelled well
for the inlet flow field simulation. Although of little apparent effect on inlet performance, the
collapse of the vortices over the LEX upper surface for nonzero sideslip cases, the use of NPARC
for external flow calculations at high angles-of-attack where highly unsteady flows are present needs
further study.
The effects of the inlet lip are also very important to the inlet flow field. The measured surface
pressures along the lip were in good agreement, in general with the NPARC results. Possible flow
separation shown in the data was not present in the numerical results along the lower region of
the highlight. This may be done to the lack of an adequate transition model in the turbulence
model. Therefore, more work may be needed in the area of turbulence modelling. All the present
models have insufficient mixing resulting in higher distortion and lower pressure recoveries than
experimental data. The effects of the presence of the engine appear to be small with regards to the
surface circumferential pressure distribution at the engine face. The NPARC predictions agreed well
with the flight data. It is unknown how significant the presence of the engine is on the migration
of the secondary flow vortex or the unsteadiness of the flow field.
The effects of sideslip provide a perturbation to the zero sideslip results. The effects of the
fuselage becomes more significant with a nonzero siedeslip present. Local flow along the inlet lip
was also influenced by the presence of sideslip. The zero sideslip inlet performance was in between
the performance of the leeward and windward inlets with nonzero sideslip. Although, the zero
sideslip case performance was closer to the windward inlet performance than the leeward inlet.
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This is consistent with less distorted flow from the fuselage entering the windward inlet than the
leeward inlet, as is the case for the zero sideslip condition.
Although, the NPARC results represent an asymptotic solution, it was able to capture the
essential physics associated with the inlet flow field which is inherently unsteady. Due to the
limited amount of data obtainable from the flight tests, a scale model wind tunnel test program is
strongly recommended. Steady state tests were planned in the Lewis 9x15 low Speed Wind Tunnel
(LSWT). These tests were cancelled due to changing priorities and a resulting lack of funding to
support the experiments. These tests were to use a 19.78 percent model of the F/A-18A HARV,
which was completed, to investigate effects on inlet performance of the aircraft forebody and the
effect of scale. The model was also to be used to investigate the effect of inlet pumping on inlet
performance, using either a vacuum or simulator fans, and forebody with and without faired over
inlets. Comparisons were to be made with flight results from the HARV. Furthermore, a data base
was to be generated for CFD code calibration.
A few numerical studies should be undertaken with simple geometries. An isolated inlet with a
lip should be modelled for high angles-of-attack and the results compared to existing test data. A
• cylinder in a free-stream at Reynolds numbers sufficient to shed a yon Karman vortex street and a
diffuser with large sidewall angles should be simulated with NPARC to study how a "steady state"
solution models an inherently unsteady flow.
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Block I x J x K Grid Type
1
2
49 x 41 x 65 O-H
90 x 33 x 18 O-H
3 82 x 49 x 50 O-H
4 42 x 49 x 41 O-H
5 34 x 50 x 33 H-H
6 35 x 25 x 42 O-H
7 26 x 58 x 58 O-H
8 66 x 50 x 49 O-H
9 34 x 26 x 41 H-H
10 27 x 34 x 34 O-H
11 9 x 41 x 34 O-H
12 27 x 25 x 18 O-H
13 27 x 33 x 18 O-H
14 18 x 25 x 18 O-H
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
34 x 57 x 41 O-H
43 x 49 x 26 O-H
43 x 33 x 26 O-H
11x41 x 9 O-H
9 x 41 x 33 O-H
41 x 27 x 33 H-H
33 x 37 x 33 C-H
41 x 21 x 26 C-H
forebody
canopy and upper surface of fuselage
and LEX
lower surface of fuselage and LEX
free stream wrap of blocks 2 and 3
side diverter
belly next to cowl
ramp/splitter plate and lower surface
of LEX
inlet
upper diverter and lower surface of LEX
front portion of cowl
mid portion of cowl
rear portion of cowl and lower fuselage
upper fuselage and LEX to the rear of
the canopy
upper fuselage and LEX to the rear of
block 13
free stream wrap to the rear of block 4
lower surface of wing
upper surface of wing
free stream wrap of wing block
rearmost fuselage block
side diverter slot through LEX
inlet lip
leading-edge flap
Table 1: F/A-18A Grid Block Description
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Mach
• I
13 Prec D2 m" Source
0.30 3.0 0 95.8 15.7 144.5 NPARC
0.30 3.0 0 96-98 9-15 146 Test
0.40 3.0 0 97.4 12.5 142.9 NPARC
0.40 3.0 0 97-98 9-14 145.8 Test
0.30 30.0 10.0 95 19 143 NPARC
0.31 28.5 10.5 96-98 9-14 146 Test
0.30 30.0 -10.0 92 23 145 NPARC
0.32 30.5 -9.0 95-97 10-17 146 Test
0.30 3.0 0 95.1 19 143 NPARC
0.30 3.0 0 97-98 9-13 145.8 Test
0.40 30.0 10.0 96 18 144 NPARC
0.42 27.3 7.5 97-98 8-12 146 Test
0.40 30.0 -10.0 93 23 144 NPARC
0.40 31.5 -7.0 94-96 10-20 146 Test
0.40 30.0 0 95.9 16.9 143.8 NPARC
0.40 30.0 0 97-98 8-14 145.9 Test
0.30 50.0 5.0 92 24 145 NPARC
0.29 48.5 5.0 94-96 11-19 146 Test
0.30 50.0 -5.0 92 28 145 NPARC
0.30 49.5 -5.0 92-94 13-26 146 Test
0.30 60.0 5.0 90 29 144 NPARC
0.31 59.0 4.0 90-92 16-33 146 Test
0.30 60.0 -5.0 88 35 144 NPARC
0.32 59.0 -2.5 88-91 15-34 146 Test
0.30 60.0 0 88.5 31.5 143.7 NPARC
0.30 60.0 0 90-92 14-28 145.9 Test
Table 2:F/A-18A Inlet Performance Summary
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